
GEEP: NO ARDENT: YES YUM: NO Avocado: NO 

Model Rule 3.2 Model Rule 3.3 Model Rule 3.7 Model Rule 1.7 
Expediting Litigation Candor Toward the Lawyer as Witness Conflict of Interest: 

Tribunal Current Clients 
A lawyer shall make (b) A lawyer may act as 
reasonable efforts to "A lawyer shall not advocate in a trial in which Virginia Ethics Opinion 

Advocacy 
expedite litigation knowingly ( 1) make a false another lawyer in the 7742, in an advisory 
consistent with the statement of fact to the lawyer's firm is likely to opinion, suggested that 
interests of the client. tribunal. .. " FRAP 28(e) be called as a witness consent is re uired to 
Comment [1] Dilatory requires that references in unless precluded from overcome a conflict if 
practices bring the the brief to any part of the doing so by Rule 1.7 attorney opines to Client A 
administration of justice record unreproduced in (Conflicts: Current that Client B's patent is 
into disrepute .... Realizing appellate appendix must be Clients) or Rule 1.9 invalid, even if B's patent 
financial or other benefit to the page of the original (Duties to Former Clients). is in an unrelated 
from otherwise improper document and that t~c ology. 
delay in litigation is not a references to evidence Comment [5] Because the 
legitimate interest of the whose admissibility is in tribunal is not likely to be [G] ·--·--
client. [P] controversy must cite the misled when a lawyer acts 

pages of the appendix or of as advocate in a trial in 
the transcript at which the which another lawyer in 
evience was identified, the lawyer's firm will 
offered, and received or testify as a necessary 
rejected. Fed. Cir. witness, pragraph (b) 
Attorney Discipline Rule 2 permits the lawyer to do so 
provides that an act or except in situations 
omission by an attorney involving a conflict of 
that violates FRAP or Fed. interest. Comment [7] 
Cir. Rules may be a basis .. .If, however, the 
for discipline. testifying lawyer would 
[T] also be disqualified by 

Rule 1. 7 or Rule 1.9 from 
representing the client in 
the matter, other lawyers in 
the firm will be precluded 
from representing the 
client by Rule 1.10 unless 
the client gives informed 
consent ... [A] 



Ethical Jeopardy $200 $400 $600 $800 
Questions 

Gate's Way Computers has You wrote an appeal at You build a prior art You represent ABC in an 
recently hired an your old firm that cited database for your client action against XYZ. You 
employee, Naul Ledge, your client's confidential Apricot. You are also file a document request 
from a competitor. You information. The Federal doing patent prosecution and XYZ's lawyer 
are GW's patent counsel. Circuit permitted the brief for Client Beet in an responds that no 
You meet with Mr. Ledge to be filed under seal. You unrelated area. A prior art responsive documents 
to discuss his idea for a brought a copy of the brief reference known to you exist. However, during a 

Information Control 
computer improvement. with you to your new firm. through the Apricot deposition, you notice on 
You promise not to reveal When you share it with database may be material the table in front of Smith 
your communications. your colleague to use as a to the patentability of two clearly responsive 
Was your promise proper? template, you redact your Beet's newest invention. documents. Do you have 
[A] former client's name. Any Is there a duty to disclose an obligation to report that 

violation? [G) it? [P] Smith has committed an 
ethics violation? [T) 

GEEP sued your client Ardent Attorney argues its You write an opinion letter You are prosecuting a 
HUMMING for design government contract for YUM company patent for client Avocado, 
patent infringement and appeal and says that the concluding that its new who discloses to you some 
sought to preliminarily trial court erroneously GUMMY NOTES product prior art that includes a 
enjoin the introduction of failed to consider certain does not infringe M&M's patent you prosecuted for 
your new H3 SUV. The parol evidence. You've patents. YUM wants to client Banana. May you 
trial court denied the never heard it before. You hire your partner to defend argue a narrow 

Advocacy 
injunction. GEEP appealed argue in response that the it in subsequent litigation interpretation of client B's 
to the Federal Circuit. disputed evidence was not on the M&M patents. patent, with respect to 
Meanwhile, your H3s are before the trial court and is Must your firm obtain client A's patentability? 
selling briskly. Your client not in the appellate consent to proceed? [A] [G] 
asks you to delay the appendix. Is Ardent 
appeal as long as possible. precluded from further 
May you seek an extension argument on the parol 
oftime? [P) evidence? 

[T] 



Ethical Jeopardy $200 $400 $600 $800 
Answers 

Gate's Way: NO Template Brief: YES Database: Yes Docs Discovered: 

Model Rule 1.13 Model Rule 1.6 Model Rule 1.6 Model Rule 8.3 
Organization as Client Confidentiality of Confidentiality of Reporting Professional 

Information Information Misconduct 
(d) In dealing with an 
organization's directors, (a) A lawyer shall not (a) A lawyer shall not (a) A lawyer who knows 

Information Control 
officers, employees, reveal information relating reveal information relating that another lawyer has 
members, shareholders or to the representation of a to the representation of a committed a violation of 
other constituents, a client ... client. .. the Rules of Professional 
lawyer shall explain the Comment [ 4] ... This Conduct that raises a 
identity of the client when prohibition also l:!J)plies to 37 C.F.R. 1.56 ... Each substantial question as to 
the lawyer knows or disclosures by a lawyer individual associated with that lawyer's honesty, 
reasonably should know that do not in themselves the filing and prosecution trustworthiness or fitness 
that the organization's reveal protected of a patent application has as a lawyer in other 
interests are adverse to information but could a duty of candor and good respects, shall inform the 
those of the constituents reasonably lead to the faith in dealing with the appropriate professional 
with whom the lawyer is discovery of such Office, which includes a authority. Comment [3] ... 
dealing. Comment [7] information by a third duty to disclose to the The term "substantial" 
Clarifying the Lawyer's person. A lawyer's use of Office all information refers to the seriousness of 
Role. . . . Care must be a hypothetical to discuss known to that indivdual to the possible offense and 
taken to assure that the issues relating to the be material to patentability not the quantum of 
individual understands representation is as defined in this section. evidence of which the 
that, when there is such pennissible so long as lawyer is aware. (T] 
adversity of interest, the the,re is no reasonable See Molins PLC v. 
lawyer for the organization likelihood that the listener Textron, 48 F.3d 1172 
cannot provide legal will be able to ascertain the (Fed. Cir. 1995). Newman 
representation for that identity of the client or the concurrence maintains that 
constituent individual, and situation involved. duty to preserve client 
that discussions between Commeqt [17] The duty of confidences supercedes 
the lawyer for the confidentiality continues duty of disclosure where 
organization and the after the client-lawyer information known to 
individual may not be relati~nship has attorney from different 
privileged. [A] terminated. [G] client. 

[P] 



Ct of Cl: YES Bar Ass'n: YES Cruise-Craft: NO Xenon: YES 

Model Rule 3.3 Model Rule 6.4 Model Rule 3.4 Model Rule 1.7 
Candor Toward the Law Reform Activities Fairness to Opposing Party Conflict of Interest: Current 
Tribunal Affecting Client Interests and Counsel Clients 

( a) Except as provided in paragraph (b ), 
(a) A lawyer shall not A lawyer may serve as a A lawyer shall not (b) ... offer a lawyer shall not represent a client if 

Advocacy knowingly: (2) fail to director, officer or member an inducement to a witness that the representation involves a concurrent 

disclose to the tribunal of an organization is prohibited by law. Comment conflict of interest. A concurrent 

legal authority in the involved in reform of the [3] With regard to paragraph conflict of interest exists if: ( l) the 
representation of one client will be 

controlling jurisdiction law or its administration (b ), it is not improper to pay a directly adverse to another client ... 
known to the lawyer to be notwithstanding that the witness's expenses or to (b) Notwithstanding the existence ofa 
directly adverse to the reform may affect the compensate an expert witness concurrent conflict of interest under 
position of the client and interests of a client of the on terms permitted by law. paragraph (a), a lawyer may represent a 
not disclosed by opposing lawyer. When the lawyer The common law rule in most client if: (1) the lawyer reasonably 
counsel. In South Corp. v. knows that the interests of jurisdictions is that it is believes that the lawyer will be able to 
United States, 690 F.2d a client may be materially improper to pay an occurrence provide competent and diligent 
1368, 1369 (Fed. Cir. benefited by a decision in witness any fee for testifying representation to each affected client. 

1982)(en bane) (first which the lawyer and that it is improper to pay Comment [24] .. . A conflict of interest 

appeal heard; first opinion participates, the lawyer an expert witness a contingent exists, however, if there is a significant 
risk that a lawyer's action on behalf of 

published), the Federal shall disclose that fact but fee. [A] one client will materially limit the 
Circuit adopted Court of need not identify the client. lawyer's effectiveness in rpresenting 
Claims decisions as [T] another client in a different case; for I 
binding precedent example, when a decision favoring one 
Comment . [P] client will create a precedent likely to 

seriously weaken the position taken on 
behalf of the other client. Factors 
relevant in determining whether the 
clients need to be advised of the risk 
include: where the cases are pending, 
whether the issue is substantive or 
procedural, the temporal relationship 
between the matters, the significance of 
the issue to the immediate and long-
term interests of the clients involved 
and the cleints' reasonable expectations 
in retaining the lawyer. If there is 
significant risk of materiallirnitation, 
then absent informed consent of the 
affected clients, the lawyer must refuse 
one of the representations or withdraw 
from one or both matters. (G) 



Ethical Jeopardy $100 $200 $300 $400 
Questions 

Endrun informs you that it Mat-ff ell informs you that Your client, Ivan Inventor, While investigating your 
expects, based on its it has an earlier won a patent infringement client's claim for breach of 
knowledge of a embodiment of its trial. The case is now on contract against the 
competitor's patents, to be invention than the one you appeal. Ivan confesses to government you interview 
sued for patent previously disclosed you that he lied at trial a nonmanagement 
infringement on its newest during litigation about when he conceived government employee 
product. Endrun has not challenging Mat-Tell's of the invention. A false (prior to filing action). 
yet been served with a patent validity ( on-sale invention date could have One year later, after filing 

Information Control complaint. May you bar). The only evidence of changed the trial's the action, you send a 
suggest to your client that the early embodiment is a outcome. Should you proposed affidavit to that 
it keep this in mind while picture that patent counsel inform the court? [P] employee. Any rules 
it performs its yearly file took when the inventor violation? [T] 
clean out? [A] first made the prototype. 

You decide to withhold the 
document as privileged. 
Any ethics violation? [G) 

You are arguing a Federal May you participate in a Client Cruise-Craft You unwittingl:x take a 
Circuit international trade National Circuit Bar informs you that it wants position in the appeal brief 
appeal. An old Court of Association effort to to pay you to defend the for: your client Xenon that 
Claims decision suspend AIDS drug patent deposition of its former is adverse to your partner's 
dispositively resolves the protection for epidemic- employee, a fact witness in client Argon. Just before 
case in favor of your stricken third world patent litigation. May oral argument, you find out 
opponents. Your countries, when your firm Cruise-Craft offer to pay about the conflict. Do you 
opponents have omitted represents a maker of a your fees and also offer to violate Model Rule I. 7 

Advocacy the case from their brief. generic AIDS drug? pay for the former respecting conflicts if you 
Must you alert the Federal [T) employee's transportation proceed with the 
Circuit? [P] and time? [A] argument? [G] 



Jeopardy 
Answers 

Information 
Control 

$100 

Endrun: NO 

Model Rule 3.4 
Fairness to Opposing 
Party and Counsel 

A lawyer shall not (a) 
unlawfully obstruct another 
party's access to evidence 
or unlawfully alter, destroy 
or conceal a document or 
other material having 
potential evidentiary value. 
A lawyer shall not counsel 
or assist another to do any 
such act. Comment [2]: 
applicable law in many 
jurisdictions makes it an 
offense to destroy material 
for purpose of impairing 
its availability in a pending 
proceeding or one whose 
commencement can be 
foreseen. [A] 

$200 

Mat-Tell: YES 

Model Rule 1.6 
Confidentiality of 
Information 

(a) A lawyer shall not 
reveal informatio:o._relating 
to theq epresentation of a 
client .. . 
Comments [10], [11] 
Other law may require tha 
a lawyer disclose 
information about a client· 
the lawyer should assert on 
behalf of client all 
nonfrivolous claims . .. that 
informa ion is protected 
against disclosure by the 
attorney client privilege. 
But see Advanced Display 
Sys. V Kent State, 212 
F.3d 1272 (Fed. Cir. 
2000). [G] 

$300 $400 

Ivan Inventor: YES Affidavit: NO 

Model Rule 3.3 Model Rule 4.2 Communication 
Candor Toward the Tribunal with Persons Represented by 

Counsel 
(a) A lawyer shall not 
knowingly: (3) offer evidence 
that the lawyer knows to be 
false. If a lawyer, the lawyer's 
client, or a witness called by 
the lawyer, has offered material 
evidence and the lawyer comes 
to know of its falsity, the 
lawyer shall take reasonable 
remedial measures, including, 
if necessary, disclosure to the 
tribunual. ... Comment [13] 
Duration of Obligation A 
practical time limit on the 
obligation to rectify false 
evidence or false statements of 
law and fact has to be 
established. The conclusion of 
the proceeding is a reasonably 
definite point for termination 
of the obligation. A 
proceeding has concluded 
within the meaning of this Rule 
when a final judgment in the 
proceeding has been affirmed 
on appeal or the time for 
review has passed. [P] 

(a) In representing a client, a lawyer 
shall not communicate about the 
subject of the representation with a 
person the lawyer knows to be 
represented by another lawyer in 
the matter, unless the lawyer has the 
consent of the other lawyer ... 
Comment [7] In the case of a 
represented organization, this Rule 
prohibits communications 
[ ] a constituent of the organization 
who supervises, directs or regularly 
consul ts with the organization's 
lawyer concerning the matter or has 
authority to obligate the 
organization with respect to the 
matter or whose act or omission in 
connection with the matter may be 
imputed to the organization for 
purposes of civil ... liability. [T] 


